Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 

Geoff Watts : A commentary published in today's (11/10/99) issue of the journal "Nature" argues that new genetically modified foods should be tested more rigorously than the current regulations demand.In a few minutes I'll be hearing from one of the authors of the piece,and from a member of the government committee,which oversees these matters.Before that though,a view from within the industry,why are companies so keen on GM technology? 
Dr David Evans is the Research and Development Director of Zeneca Agrochemicals,the company responsible for the tomato which was used to make GM Tomato paste.This product may have made a tactical retreat from the supermarket shelves,but Dr Evans is as keen as ever on the technology which produced it.I went to see him at Zeneca's research headquarters at Jallot's Hill in Berkshire. 
David Evans we're standing here in a greenhouse full of tomato plants,now I'm no expert on tomato plants,to me these look like any other tomatoes,but in fact they are different aren't they? 

David Evans : Yes they are different,they differ by the removal of one gene. 

Geoff Watts : And what does this gene normally do in a tomato plant? 

David Evans : These are processing tomatoes and we've removed the gene that causes rotting.This allows us to keep these tomatoes on the vine longer to give a riper fruit. 

Geoff Watts : And you say they are "processing tomatoes",what ultimately happens to this kind of tomato? 

David Evans : Well these are made into tomato paste,which is sold in retail outlets. 

Geoff Watts: So who benefits? 

David Evans : Many benefit.The processors benefit,they process better,but eventually the consumer benefits,because the higher yield is reflected in better value for money for the product. 

Geoff Watts : Okay,so that's the genetically modified tomato about which I'm sure many people will have heard.In the scheme of things though,a better tomato is really quite small,yet things like this are causing companies such as Zeneca,such as other companies in the genetically modified food area a great deal of trouble.Why are you so committed to this technology? What is it about it? 

David Evans : Well,I work in agriculture,so this is about food provision.Plants provide us with food, animal feed and fibre.This technology allows us to make great improvements to those outputs. 

Geoff Watts : Give me some examples then of the sorts of things that you imagine. 

David Evans : Well plants will be changed so they protect themselves against the ravages of insects and fungal disease.We can provide plants which give higher yields of useful components like starches and oils,and extremely importantly,we can provide plants which for example are drought tolerant, also salt tolerant,this means that barren land in many parts of the world can be brought into production. 
[Making plants genetically capable of resisting fungus or insects,will necessitate nature picking those fungi and insects which can defeat the genetic capacities put in by modification leading to more proficient and capable insects and fungus,that will be more difficult to deal with.Rather like the indiscriminate use of antibiotics creating super viruses.GM represents an arms race with nature.Far from GM representing value for money,the retailers will just make bigger profits -LB] 

Geoff Watts : You've talked about the benefits as far as agriculture is concerned,but I mean can you put it in a wider context still? Do you think the benefits go beyond better,disease free crops? 

David Evans : Genetically modified plants offer a truly sustainable energy source,because they use as their energy source sunlight.This comes from the sky for free.This is a viable alternative to fossil fuel resources,such as petrochemicals and crude oil. 

Geoff Watts : So you're talking about crops for other purposes? 

David Evans : Yes indeed,beyond food,animal feed and fibre,we can talk about producing industrial chemicals for example. 

Geoff Watts : What sort of materials? I mean plastics.....or....? 

David Evans : Well there are experiments already on plastics,but I can even see this going as far as industrial chemical intermediates,grown in fields as factories. 

Geoff Watts : So,to think of.....just to talk of GM foods is perhaps,almost limiting the scope that this technology has,I mean it's it's almost GM everything. 

David Evans : Certainly,once you understand the genetic make-up of plants,then these things all become possible.Now these are developments for the future of course,but technically these are possible,and I believe they will be achieved. 

Geoff Watts : The question that exercises the minds of the public more than anything else,of course is, "is this food safe,when it's been genetically modified?".I mean what sort of guarantees can you give people? 

David Evans : It's crucial that the products which we sell are safe.Safe to the public,safe to growers, safe to the environment.Indeed over half of our spending in research and development here,is committed to this safety.We believe very much that GM products,should be subject to a rigorous government regulatory process. 

Geoff Watts: The trouble is,I suppose,trying to foresee the unforseeable and I'm inclined to draw a parallel here with the pharmaceutical industry,I mean we are now much,much better than we were at picking up the side-effects of drugs,but in order to get to that position,we had to sort of go through the Thalidomide disaster [[Media 1] Focus1],a terrible learning curve.We've gone beyond it, we now know how to avoid that.Isn't it possible that something like that is going to affect GM foods? There's something we haven't actually foreseen? 

David Evans : Well,nothing is risk free [Ref:Video:BB14:RI 3; N30:The Numbers Game;OB4 Equinox {Living Dangerously};Protext Files; [Science 1] Mindfld;Reith992],but I put my faith in science-based risk-assessment.It's essential that we do the experiments which illustrates the point that you make,and provide the results of those experiments for scrutiny by external bodies. That's what the regulatory system is all about. 

Geoff Watts : The trouble is as far as the public are concerned,at the moment you're losing the battle aren't you? They simply don't believe what you say. 
[I think it's more that they presume they should have a choice whether or not to partake of GM,and that it is being foisted upon them without any choice at all -LB] 

David Evans : Well we are very confident about the regulatory systems in which we operate. 
[When asked what the ministry proposed to do about regulating bees pollinating plants,the spokesman for GM trials said "You can't regulate bees".This was proved to be the case when GM pollen was found 3 miles from the trial area,that supposedly "regulated".Bees fly up to 3 miles in search of pollen -LB] 
There is a question of getting our message across,our complex science message across to the public. We need to explain our benefits more clearly to the public. 
[Any benefits are outweighed by the perception of possible damage,which is intuitively arrived at by the public,but it maybe that this time their intuition is backed up by facts -LB] 

Geoff Watts: Dr David Evans of Zeneca Agrochemicals,on the future of GM foods and their safety. Well some would agree with much of what you've heard from Dr Evans,others would not.The latest contribution to the debate over safety has come in the form of a commentary which appears in today's issue of "Nature".I'm joined by one of its authors,Dr Eric Millstone of the Science Policy Research Unit,at the University of Sussex,and with us is Dr Janet Bainbridge of the University of Teeside,she chairs the Advisory Committee on Novel Foods and Processes,the government body responsible for the regulations on new GM products. 
Now,Janet Bainbridge,as I understand it,approval for GM foods currently relies on the manufacturers being able to demonstrate something called "substantial equivalence",now what does that term "substantial equivalence" actually mean? 

Janet Bainbridge : Well I'll explain the term and just put you right that approval doesn't rely on substantial equivalence.But substantial equivalence is one route by which GM foods may be approved, whereby we ask for a whole host of data,we ask for details of how the crop was grown,how its processed,how it will be consumed,a whole mass of biochemical data,data about the gene insert, nutritional data etc.The only thing that's not required,if a product is approved by substantial equivalence is animal testing data,if you like the toxicological data. 

Geoff Watts: So substantial equivalence essentially means it's chemically ,somehow equivalent to the.... to some other product? 

Janet Bainbridge : No...well,yes it does,it means you have to look at a conventional food,a none GM food,and if there's no novel DNA and no novel protein present then it's possible to approve that,if everything is okay obviously,via the substantial equivalence route.So if you were looking at a refined oil from a GM oil seed rape for instance,if you were looking at refined sugar,from a GM sugar cane or beet,then you would look at substantial equivalence,because the product has got no genetically modified components in it. 

Geoff Watts: But if there was something,a complete novelty,where,while there was nothing equivalent in the existing product,then you would require extra data? 

Janet Bainbridge : We would require a lot of extra data,and indeed,it's the committee that decides whether we will accept substantial equivalence or not.It's not the case that a company can say "Please look at this under the substantial equivalence route".If we were doing that and we were not satisfied,and we found the minutest difference,and this has happened quite recently,where there was a product,where it was intended for a different usage,we went back to the company and said,"We need this extra data.We will not invoke an approval through the substantial equivalence route itself". 

Geoff Watts : Eric Millstone your not happy,despite those reassurances with substantial equivalence, where that is the route that's accepted by the committee.Why not? 

Eric Millstone : I take the view that approving genetically modified foods or novel foods on the basis of alleged substantial equivalence is tantamount to pretending,that we can draw reliable toxicological conclusions from what what we can tell about the food,simply by analysing it chemically,and I find this entirely unconvincing. 
[In the case of Thalidomide,chemical analysis and animal testing would have shown it to be non toxic, where in fact because of the mix of chiral (handed left and right) molecules the damaging version of the molecule was not picked up as being toxic.The handed version that was toxic to humans could not have been spotted because no one was checking for chirality.Since then as Geoff says we now know to look for this,but there may be things in GM that are like chirality,that could be just as devastating that wouldn't be seen by chemical analysis,or even animal testing for that matter.Given that Thalidomide was subject to both these tests and still failed,one wonders what could be done to GM to make it 100% safe -LB] 
There are many cases where we have found,in chemical toxicology,not with plants or animals,that what we know about chemistry does not enable us to reliably to predict how things will behave toxicologically,and clearly there are chemical differences between genetically modified foods and their ancestors,otherwise they would not be deemed worthy of patent protection,which they are,and so there are differences,and the assumption is being made that a relatively narrow and restricted and relatively superficial chemical analysis provides sufficient data for a proper risk assessment,and I'm arguing that a proper risk assessment requires precisely the kind of toxicological studies which we do require,and we require correct......appropriately,in order to decide whether or not to approve a pharmaceutical product,a pesticide or a food additive. 

Geoff Watts: So you,in addition to something that might be required to establish substantial equivalence would want immunological,toxicological all biological data in each case? 

Eric Millstone : I'm almost happy to endorse that way of putting it but not quite,because I think you risk implying that substantial equivalence is really some kind of scientific criteria,when I'm arguing that it's a pseudo-scientific criteria,because it's essentially a commercial judgement,masquerading as if it were scientific,and it really isn't scientific. 

Geoff Watts : Alright let's talk about that to Janet Bainbridge again.It's not really a proper scientific judgement this substantial equivalence? 

Janet Bainbridge : Well I refute that absolutely.It is a proper scientific judgement [You can't measure how much something is like something else chemically and return a figure that represents how likely it is to do toxic damage,thus it is unscientific -LB],and it is not anything to do with the commercial implications whatsoever.The committee doesn't in any sense look at the commercial implications,it's totally and utterly independent [Nothing is THAT independent -LB].You have to remember that substantial equivalence is not new,it's not something that's been developed as some sort of quick route for GM foods.It was first discussed and approved across the world in 1991,and the sort of data that is being suggested that should be obtained for GM foods,is simply not available for conventional foods either.The is no such thing as a stable,a constant chemical composition of anything. Different varieties will have different compositions,different genetics etc.different toxicological data if you were to go into that sort of detail,different cultural conditions,different years crops will have slightly different chemical composition. 

Geoff Watts : But why not go the whole hog,and say,"Alright,well perhaps I don't think it's necessary,but nonetheless",in order to solve the objections of the critics like Eric Millstone say,"alright yes we will, we'll insist on immunological,toxicological,biological data, the whole lot"? 

Janet Bainbridge : Well that call is simply a misunderstanding of what toxicological testing is.To put it very,very simply,if you do a toxicological test on a pharmaceutical product for instance,you will take a range of patients,you will give some of them the dose,some of them a very,very high dose,and you will give other patients placebos or other medication and you will look at the effect.With a food you can't actually deny someone their food and then give them a particular dosage,a very high dosage with GM.It's not nutrition independent,as chemical testing,toxicological testing is. 

Geoff Watts : Okay what about that Eric Millstone,the fact is a food isn't a medicine and trying to test foods as if they were medicines,just doesn't make sense. 

Eric Millstone : In some ways it makes more sense,because if you have a pharmaceutical product, you're likely to ingest maybe a few milligrams for a few days,conceivably for a sustained period.With genetically modified foods,you might be consuming relatively large quantities of it,day after day for the entirety of your life,but what Janet Bainbridge was referring to was actually not toxicological tests,she was talking about clinical trials[He's right, she was -LB].I'm talking about toxicological tests, and of course no one's talking about withholding food from laboratory animals,but there is plenty of scope for comparing how animals thrive if you feed them on ordinary non-genetically modified foods and comparing them with similar diets,but containing genetic modification,and that's an entirely straightforward scientific procedure,and one which would give us useful information. 
[Maybe,but as Thalidomide showed,it wouldn't prove that it wouldn't harm humans,although given that higher organisms share the same structure,perhaps it's a good bet that if a GM food doesn't harm a rat, that it won't harm a human.Whichever way around there's no good reason for not doing what Eric suggests,other than ethical and moral one's -LB] 
The problem with substantial equivalence as a concept that's been developed and used,and it was, despite what Janet says,developed specifically for genetically engineered food. 
[It's difficult to see how it might apply outside of GM.Perhaps it might be in the case of where a natural substance is used and a man made version is substituted and it would then have to be chemically equivalent to the natural substance,or indeed vice versa.If the process that is used to check chemical equivalence is called by the same terminology then it seems reasonable to suppose that this was taking place before GM food came along -LB] 
The trouble is it inhibits and discourages vital scientific research that would enable us to tell how useful chemical information is as a predictor of biological effects. [Makes sense to me -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Janet Bainbridge there is saying that,you know, one of the tests that he wants really could be done.It wouldn't be too difficult. 

Janet Bainbridge : Well,there are certain things that could be done with animals.Obviously vast numbers of animals could be used to test these things.I repeat that the testing hasn't been done on the conventional foods,and what would the animal results say? They would say,as in the case of Dr (indistinct) Chinese rats,tell us something about what happens to rats when they're fed raw potatoes,but any food tested with animals gives different results depending on the species,many of the things would not be the normal food of the animal,so you wouldn't expect a normal response. 
[That's why animal testing for human safety is absurd,and although there's no objection to it as a testing procedure for GM,the motivation for using it is that it is used elsewhere,so what's the particular objection to using it for GM? If the "animals are not like us" argument is invoked then this makes a mockery of animal testing in general,and the idea is that nothing useful can be obtained from using animals at all,therefore it should not be done.Either it works for all or none,you can't have it both ways -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Eric Millstone,what about this point that a lot of this testing hasn't been done on conventional foods,you're creating a new and higher standard for genetically modified foods than conventional foods,what's the logic of that? [Note that logic is the criteria for what makes sense -LB] 

Eric Millstone : I think it's important to appreciate that I'm not in the first place arguing that there's something special about genetically modified food,that argument has come from the genetics engineering industry.They have insisted that this whole new category of foods is so novel and so special that we have to invent a new category of property law to allow the companies to patent these products.So from the point of view of ownership,they're utterly novel,however they then want us to accept that when it comes to the effects on consumers,there's nothing novel about it at all,and I'm saying,"You can't have it both ways",there is something novel here and this novelty deserves to be properly investigated,and we can't pretend on the one hand that from the point of view of ownership it's totally novel,and from the point of view of consumers it has no novelty at all. 
[It seems that the GM companies want to have their cake and eat it,I wonder if the cake is made with GM flour ?-LB] 

Geoff Watts: One point before we have to wind this up,Janet Bainbridge,that is I suppose looking to the future,we have become very good at testing drugs now,but we all remember very clearly that 20-30 years ago we weren't so careful and that in order to learn the need to be rigorous we had to endure the Thalidomide episode.Is there not a danger,if you don't take the "precautionary principle" and insist on everything that you could do,that we are going to go through that precise sequence of events again,this time with GM foods instead of drugs? 

Janet Bainbridge : Well,that's a very important point that you make,we always do adopt the precautionary principle,and unless we're absolutely sure that the food is identical to the conventional food,if we're actually using substantial equivalence,then we would ask for this data,and I have to remind you that in the past two years we have not approved a single GM product through the substantial equivalence route or the full route,because every single product that's come to us,and that's in the public domain,because all our minutes are actually available on web sites and in the British Library,we haven't approved a single thing because we haven't had all the questions answered. 

Geoff Watts: Janet Bainbridge thank you and you too Eric Millstone.Well that's all we have time for in this edition of Leading Edge.Join me at the same time next week for another review of current developments in science.For now,goodnight. 
[Miller1;[Science 1] Front 5;World 7]



